The purpose of the present paper is twofold. In the first part, we provide an algebraic characterization of several families of ν = 1 2 n n ≤ 5 BPS states in M theory, at threshold and non-threshold, by an analysis of the BPS bound derived from the N = 1 D = 11 SuperPoincaré algebra. We determine their BPS masses and their supersymmetry projection conditions, explicitly. In the second part, we develop an algebraic formulation to study the way BPS states transform under GL(32, R) transformations, the group of automorphisms of the corresponding SuperPoincaré algebra. We prove that all ν = non-threshold bound states.
I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of BPS states in string theory has largely been emphasized in the literature. Not only they do provide a non-trivial check for the conjectured web of dualities in string theory [1] but they are also relevant for the microscopic computation of black hole entropies [2] and for studying non-perturbative phenomena in supersymmetric gauge field theories. It is therefore important to know their spectrum. One of the purposes of the present paper is to go in this direction.
There are several ways to study the existence of BPS states in string theory. Among them, one can look for classical supergravity solutions preserving some amount of supersymmetry. This has been studied extensively, giving rise to a large list of solutions involving intersections of branes and also non-threshold bound states [3, 4] . One of the conclusions of all these analysis was the derivation of some rules to construct BPS supergravity solutions (harmonic superposition rule) and some techniques [5] to generate new solutions from the previously known ones by T-duality and M-reductions at angles and along boosted directions or through electro-magnetic duality.
Besides world volume solitons, there exists certainly a third possibility, which is entirely algebraic [6] , and which will be the one followed in this paper. It consists in the resolution of the eigenvalue problem associated with the saturation of the BPS bound derived from the N = 1 D = 11 SuperPoincaré algebra. This approach characterizes the Clifford valued BPS states |α > by its mass M and the amount of supersymmetry preserved (ν), which will generically be determined by some set of mutually commuting operators {P i } such that P i |α >= |α > ∀i. Both depend on the charges Z carried by |α >. The main features of this eigenvalue problem are explained in section II. Given two single ν = 1 2 BPS branes, their associated supersymmetry projection operators, either commute or anticommute, giving rise to an intersection of branes (BPS state at threshold) or a truly bound state (non-threshold bound state) preserving ν = respectively. We generalize this idea by considering BPS states built up from two commuting or anticommuting BPS subsystems (M 1 , ν 1 ) and (M 2 , ν 2 ). In section III, we give the mass M(M 1 , M 2 ) and the amount of supersymmetry ν(ν 1 , ν 2 ) preserved by the full state in both cases by proving two basic decoupling theorems. Since their proof is constructive, we are also able to identify the corresponding set of projectors {P i } out of the ones {P 1j } and {P 2j } characterizing the two subsystems. This approach is clearly recursive, in the sense that any subsystem (M i , ν i ) may be decomposed into subsubsystems (M ij , ν ij ) by application of the previously mentioned theorems (decoupable states). It is in this way that we identify and classify families of ν = 1 2 n n ≤ 5 BPS states, both at threshold and non-threshold. Our analysis provides an intensive classification of the subset of BPS states in M-theory, and consequently in type IIA and type IIB theories, that we call decoupable states. We give a large list of particular configurations satisfying our conditions, but certainly not an extensive one.
All the analysis done in section III is for an arbitrary value of the central charges Z's. In section IV, we first of all comment on some of the general algebraic conditions that enhance supersymmetry through fine tuning of the central charges Z's [7] . Besides that, we give an example for the easiest set of configurations not included in our previous classification, the non-decoupable states.
The second purpose of this paper is to start analysing the way GL(32, R), the group of automorphisms of the N = 1 D = 11 SuperPoincaré algebra [8, 9] , acts on such BPS states. We first develop a useful algebraic formulation to check that indeed GL(32, R) is such a group and to compute the way central charges Z transform under such finite transformations. The subgroup of SO(32) transformations is identified with that preserving the mass of BPS states. By studying some of the easiest SO(32) transformations, we prove that all non-threshold ν = 1 2 BPS states are SO(32) related to ν = 1 2 BPS states at threshold of the same mass. We provide some particular examples of this phenomena, which is a generalization of the well-known fact that the truly bound state |α > characterized by Γ|α >= |α > Γ = cos α Γ 01 + sin α Γ 02 , associated with M-waves propagating in the 1-direction and 2-direction is related with an M-wave propagating in some intermediate direction |α >, due to the existence of a rotation in the 12-plane R 12 belonging to the SO (10) subgroup relating both states (|α >= R 12 |α >).
Even though we do not study the orbits of GL(32, R), we do provide evidence for the existence of more involved SO(32) transformations relating ν = 
II. EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
The N = 1 D = 11 SuperPoincaré algebra [10, 11] is basically described by
Q α denotes the 32-component Majorana spinor generating supersymmetry, whereas Γ MN ... stands for the antisymmetric product of Γ M matrices satisfying the Clifford algebra in eleven dimensions
The translation operators P M were denoted by Z M , just by notational convenience. Since we are assuming that the above supersymmetry is valid at any energy, the spectrum of M-theory should be organized into representations of the SuperPoincaré algebra. We will be concerned with states preserving some amount of supersymmetry, thus filling in short irreducible representations of the latter algebra, the so called BPS states. These can be entirely characterized by purely algebraic techniques. In particular, given any M-theory state |α >, the positivity of the matrix < α|{Q α , Q β }|α > implies a bound on the rest mass M = Z 0 , known as the Bogomol'ny bound. When the latter is saturated, there is a linear combination of the supersymmetry generators annihilating the state. This means that the symmetric matrix {Q α , Q β } has at least one zero eigenvalue (det {Q α , Q β } = 0). Thus, generically, the search for such BPS states is equivalent to the resolution of the eigenvalue problem
where
. . , 9, and we have already used that the charged conjugation matrix may be chosen as C = Γ 0 . The analysis of the corresponding eigenvalue problem was solved with full generality for the N = 1 D = 4 SuperPoincaré algebra in [12] , but the eleven dimensional problem is much more involved. The first outstanding comment is that all antisymmetrized products of Dirac matrices (Γ i ) appearing in the operator
We will call such matrices, single projectors 1 . Single projectors are related to ν = 1 2 BPS states corresponding to single branes. This statement corresponds to the well-known fact that given a single brane extending along certain directions of spacetime, or equivalently, certain "central charge" Z 1 , eq. (3) becomes
Squaring eq. (5), we derive that M = |Z 1 | and Γ 1 |α >= ±|α >, from which we infere that ν = 1 2 , due to (4) . In this way, we could rederive all ν = 1 2 BPS states associated with single branes which are summarized in table I.
Actually, the mapping between single branes and single projectors is one to two since given a single projector Γ i , there exists a second oneΓ i such that Γ iΓi = I, since Γ 0 Γ 1 · · · Γ = I. This observation agrees perfectly with the known fact that the electrical charges Z 0m and Z 0m1...m4 correspond to M9-brane and Mkk, respectively, sinceΓ 1 = Γ 0m1...m9 andΓ 2 = Γ 0m1...m6 . From now on we will always be assuming that all single projectors
The second basic comment concerns the commutativity or anticommutativity among two single projectors. That is, given any two single projectors
Let us consider the commuting case
We obtain the new eigenvalue problem
2 , by squaring eq. (3). Squaring eq. (7) fixes
that determines, upon substitution into the original eigenvalue problem, the BPS mass
and the supersymmetry projection conditions
The above BPS state preserves ν = 1 4 since [Γ 1 , Γ 2 ] = 0 and tr (Γ 1 Γ 2 ) = 0, by hypothesis. Of course, we could have derived the same conclusions by using an explicit representation of the Γ matrices in a basis where both, Γ 1 and Γ 2 were diagonal. We summarize all possible ν = 1 4 BPS configurations formed by two commuting single branes in table II. We use the notation M p ⊥ M q(n), where p and q indicate the space dimensions along which the branes are extended, whereas n stands for the common space dimensions.
On the other hand, in the anticommuting case, when squaring eq. (3), we derive that the BPS mass is given by
whereas the projection condition becomes
It should be stressed that the coefficients appearing in the above condition parametrize a circle of unit radius
The previous BPS state is ν = 1 2 due to the appearance of a unique projection condition. It corresponds to a non-threshold bound state, since M ≤ Z 1 + Z 2 . Alternatively, we could have worked in a basis where
In this way, the condition of vanishing determinant becomes To solve the eigenvalue problem (3) one can apply an algorithm already used in [13] and in the previous discussion. It consists in acting on the left of eq. (3) with Γ, giving rise to
Thus, whenever the set of N single projectors {Γ i } anticommute {Γ i , Γ j } = 0 ∀ i, j, the above equation already fixes the eigenvalue to be
which when put it back into eq. (3), gives rise to the projection condition
which corresponds to a non-threshold bound state preserving ν = 1 2 build up of N single projectors. If there exist some pairs of commuting single projectors {Γî, Γ} = 2ΓîΓ, one can map equation
where (17), one can proceed as for the original one (3). This defines an algorithm that will typically finish whenever Γ (p) , the operator appearing in the p-th eigenvalue problem, consists of a linear combination of anticommuting single projectors 3 . Whenever the algorithm is solved, M (p) is fixed, and by construction, the set of all M (i) i = 0, . . . , p becomes fixed. Inserting these eigenvalues back into the defining equations
gives rise to a set of (p+1) commuting projection conditions
determining the amount of preserved supersymmetry to be ν = it is assumed that no P (i) can be written as the product of other projectors. If this was the case, there would be an enhancement of supersymmetry. The easiest example of this phenomena is the well-known fact that one can add single branes for free in certain configurations of intersecting branes.
We would also like to stress that whenever p > 4, the whole set of 32 supercharges are already broken and the corresponding state does not belong to any supersymmetry multiplet. For later convenience, it is worthwhile to keep in mind that the above statements apply for arbitrary values of the charges Z i . There might be enhancement of supersymmetry for particular values of the whole set of {Z i } under consideration. 
III. DECOUPABLE STATES
It is the aim of this section to describe some families of BPS states solving the eigenvalue problem (3) . Before defining precisely these families, we would like to present two decoupling theorems that generalize previous results on two single brane configurations and allow us to divide our original eigenvalue problem into simpler ones. Let us consider the case in which the initial Γ operator decomposes according to
where a and i label the first and second subsystem, respectively. We will assume that both subsystems do have a solution of their associated eigenvalue problems, i.e.
. This means that we can simultaneously diagonalize Γ [a] and Γ [i] with eigenvalues ±M [a] , ±M [i] , respectively. Thus M = |M [a] ± M [i] |, whereas the amount of preserved supersymmetry is ν = ν [a] · ν [i] . Actually, the set of projectors {P} satisfying P|α >= +|α > 4 , is given by
. Thus the original eigenvalue problem is mapped after the first step of the algorithm to
, from which we derive that [a] and ν [i] = 2ν [i] . Finally, the amount of preserved supersymmetry of the original problem is ν = 1 2 ν , since one must take into account the original projection condition Γ|α >= M|α >. We conclude that ν = 2ν [a] · ν [i] as we claimed. Actually,
where P 0 stands for the original projector and P [a] , P [i] stand for the projector conditions associated with Γ [a] ,
There is a nice geometrical picture emerging from our forementioned connection to graph theory. Those BPS states satisfying the conditions for the first decoupling theorem correspond to disconnected graphs, whereas those associated with the second theorem correspond to graphs containing subgraphs (G i ) such that all N i points belonging to G i are linked with all N j points in G j i = j. It would be interesting to use known results from graph theory to classify the full set of BPS states in M-theory, and viceversa, to use information from branes into graph theory.
In the above proofs, we assumed the existence of a nontrivial solution to Γ [a] |α >= M [a] |α > and Γ [i] |α >= M [i] |α >, so in this respect, they are completely general. In particular, we claim that whenever Γ [a] and Γ [i] admit a similar decomposition into commuting/anticommuting subsystems such that we can again apply the decoupling theorems, the original eigenvalue problem (3) has a solution. By construction, all BPS states captured in this way will preserve ν = 1 2 p+1 p ≤ 4. We shall now describe, in more detail, the forementioned BPS states, according to the value of p.
BPS states
It should be clear from our previous discussions that the most general ν = 1 2 BPS state described by our hypothesis is given by a linear combination of anticommuting single projectors. Actually, its mass is given by
whereas the projection condition is
Equivalently, the coefficients in the linear combination P = i a i Γ i parametrize an S N −1 sphere, so that they can always be rewritten in terms of trigonometric functions.
Notice that these states depend on the number of single branes (N ) forming them. For N = 1, we recover the usual single branes (see table I), whereas for N ≥ 2, we find families of non-threshold bound states, since their mass satisfies
All N = 2 possibilities have already been summarized in table III. The latter are the building blocks for higher N non-threshold bound states. Generically, to construct a (ν = (1), one can add a third M2-brane giving rise to two inequivalent arrays, either
which from now on will be denoted by 2 3 {0, 3, 0} and 2 3 {3, 0, 1}, respectively, using the same notation as in [4] . 
There exist two possibilities to build up ν = 1 4 BPS states from our decoupling theorems. One can either apply the first one giving rise to BPS masses
or the second one, giving rise to
In the first case, the projection conditions are given by the union of the subsystem projections (26)
In the second case, it can be seen by using the second decoupling theorem (29) and applying the previously described algorithm that
1/4 . Equations (32) and (34) describe a threshold bound state (intersection), whose components are the previously discussed ν = 1 2 BPS states. As such, they will be characterized by two integer positive numbers (N 1 , N 2 ) describing the number of single branes in both subsystems. The particular case N 1 = N 2 = 1 corresponds to the standard intersection of two branes (see table II). Now we see there are more general configurations involving non-threshold bound states in both subsystems. As before, all needed information is already contained in tables II and III. For example, for N 1 = 1 and N 2 = 2 one can find, among many others
when
It is straightforward to increase the values of N 1 , N 2 by iteration of the latter process. On the other hand, equations (33) and (35) describe non-threshold bound states built from ν = 1 2 BPS states and the above ν = 1 4 ones. As such, they will depend on three integer numbers (N i ). Let us comment on the easiest examples. When N 1 = N 2 = N 3 = 1, take any configuration in table II and look for a third single brane whose associated single projector anticommutes with the latter two. For example, one can derive 2 (2) . 
respectively. When N 1 = N 2 = 2, N 3 = 1 proceed as before, but starting from M 
from those quoted in (37). It should be clear that to increase 
Let us consider the different BPS states we can build from the first decoupling theorem. In this case, ν =
(or viceversa), and we already know there are two different ways to get ν 2 = 1 4 BPS states. We are thus led to consider the BPS masses
with associated projection conditions
corresponding to the joining of the subsystem projections,
1/4 . Equations (40) and (42) states. In exactly the same way, from the On the other hand, if we intend to apply the second decoupling theorem, then ν = . We are thus led to consider eight more families of BPS states,
which correspond to non-threshold bound states preserving ν = 1/4 subsystems. It will thus be characterized by four integers. As such, its projector conditions are given by
while its non-threshold nature is due to
1/4 . Particular examples with N i = 1 i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are
The general prescription would be to start from an M 
1/8 describes a non-threshold bound state built from two anticommuting M (1) 1/4 and M (2) 1/4 subsystems being characterized by five integers. That one has M (1) 1/4 is again described by
whereas M
1/4 , which contains three subsystems {P 3 , P 4 , P 5 }, is described by
following the discussion on the second decoupling theorem. The non-threshold character of the state is inherited from
where 
Similarly, BPS states M
1/8 depending on six integers are characterized by
1/8 , they are non-threshold bound states depending on N a+5 = N a + 1 integers, built from M 1/2 and M (a) 1/8 subsystems. As such, the prescription to generate these states is the same as the one explained for M (4) 1/8 and M 
We would like to conclude with a general discussion concerning ν = . There will thus be BPS masses of the form
whose projection conditions are given by the union of the subsystem ones (see (26)). If we apply the second decoupling theorem, ν = 2ν 1 ·ν 2 . For ν = . We summarize the table of BPS masses corresponding to the above discussion as follows
Their projection conditions can be written by applying the same methodology ussed for M and M
1/8 subsystems. The first subsystem depends on two subsubsystems (P 1 , P 2 ) satisfying
whereas the second subsystem depends on five of them (P 3 , · · · , P 7 ) such that
1/4 . The final projection condition describing the non-threshold nature of M 1/16 is given by
Finally, consider the ν = 1 32 BPS state with mass
. This is a ν = subsystems. The first one depends on four subsystems (P 1 , . . . , P 4 ) satisfying
whereas the second subsystem depends on five of them (P 5 , . . . , P 9 ) such that
The non-threshold nature is given by
An example for this kind of non-threshold bound state is provided by 2 6 5 2 9 1 {5, 1, 0, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0} or in terms of its array 
IV. FURTHER BPS STATES
It should be clear that the set of BPS states described in the previous section is just a subset of the full set of BPS states in M-theory. First of all, the existence of BPS states corresponding to branes intersecting at angles is already known. There has been a lot of work in this direction [14] , but the main idea behind their classification was based on the resolution of eq. (3), since one starts from a set of parallel single branes, thus breaking ν = 1 2 , and rotate the projection condition RP i R −1 |α >= |α >. In this way, one retains the interpretation as an intersection of branes where the second brane intersects the first one at angles. We will have nothing more to say about these configurations. Besides that, we would like to comment on the possible existence 5 of exotic branes (appearing by fine tuning the value of the central charges) and non-decoupable BPS states, that is, those not classified by the criteria introduced in section III.
A. Exotic Branes
In section II, we assumed the values of the charge operators {Z} were arbitrary, but fixed. It was already pointed out in [7] , that for certain configurations, there exist very precise values of {Z} giving rise to BPS configurations preserving exotic fractions of supersymmetry. In particular, they considered the M-theory configuration 5 .
The latter is described by three mutually commuting single projectors (
, where the third condition Γ (3) |α >= |α > can be derived from Γ (1) |α >= Γ (2) |α >= |α >. Equivalently, the M2-brane can be added for free.
Actually, any configuration consisting on three commuting single branes such that one of them is for free will admit exotic fractions of supersymmetry. The proof follows from the analysis done in [7] . We can simultaneously diagonalize the three single projectors. In particular,
where we restricted ourselves to Γ 3 = Γ 1 Γ 2 , without loss of generality. In this case, the eigenvalue problem is equivalent to
The positivity of its left hand side implies that M ≥ λ i ∀ i, where
It is clear that λ 2 is the biggest eigenvalue whenever 0 ≥ Z 1 ≥ Z 2 and 0 ≥ Z 1 ≥ Z 3 , so that the BPS bound becomes
When the latter is saturated, and for arbitrary values of Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 satisfying the latter restrictions, then
the corresponding BPS state preserves 1/4 of susy. Notice that whenever Z 1 = Z 2 or Z 1 = Z 3 , the amount of susy becomes enhanced to 1/2, and the mass becomes M = |Z 3 | or M = |Z 2 |, respectively. Furthermore, when Z 1 = Z 2 = Z 3 , the amount of susy preserved is 3/4 and the mass is given by M = |Z 1 |. Thus, any intersection of branes described in table II can give rise to a exotic brane configuration just by considering as the third "free" brane the one obtained from the product of the initial single projectors. Among this set of configurations one can find There will generically be an enhancement of supersymmetry by fine tuning the charges {Z} whenever some of the commuting single projectors involved in the configuration are dependent. Such enhancements may include new exotic fractions of supersymmetry. To illustrate this point, we will prove that such an enhancement is not possible whenever we have a set of n independent commuting single projectors (n ≤ 5).
As usual, we can simultaneously diagonalize the set of single projectors giving rise to a set of 2 n eigenvalues
Letλ ≥ λ i , whereλ =˜ 1 Z 1 + . . . +˜ n Z n . When the BPS bound is saturated, M =λ and
Whenever signs coincide (˜ i = i ), there is no contribution to the left hand side summation. Whenever they do not coincide,˜ i i = −1 so we are left with a sum of positively defined terms (2|Z i |). Thus the only possibility to satisfy the equality in the previous equation is to switch off the charges |Z i | = 0, which corresponds to not having these branes in the configuration. We conclude that it is not possible to enhance supersymmetry by fine tuning of charges whenever the set of n commuting single projectors are independent, as we claimed. It is straightforward to show that the latter conclusion does not apply when some of the single projectors are dependent, as explicitly proved at the beginning of this subsection in a particular case.
B. Non-decoupable states
In this subsection, we shall provide an example for a non-decoupable BPS state. As it has already been stressed in section II, one could have studied the classification of BPS states in terms of the number of single branes building up the state (N ) and the number of commutation relations among the single projectors involved in (3) . The easiest non-decoupable system that one faces is found for N = 4 and it is described by the commutation relations :
One may proceed as in previous subsections to solve the eigenvalue problem (3), and one would derive that such state |α > exists and satisfies
whereas its mass is given by
At this stage, one is left to determine the amount of supersymmetry preserved by |α >. In this case, the analysis is not so straightforward as in the decoupable case because even though P 2 2 = I and trP 2 = 0, the same does not hold for P 1 . Its trace is still vanishing, but
It is nevertheless still true that [P 1 , P 2 ] = 0, so that they can still be simultaneously diagonalized. Take
) .
The latter fixes P 2 1 through (80), and since P 1 is also diagonal in this basis, P 1 is determined modulo signs. Actually, P 1 depends on the number of plus signs appearing in the first and second 16 × 16 subspaces (N 1 , N 2 ) and also in a or b parameters. The constraint provided by the vanishing of the trace gives
Whenever 0 ≤ b ≤ 1 2 , but otherwise arbitrary, the solution to equation (81) involves N 1 = 8
6 . Altogether, we conclude that there exist ν = 1 4 non-decoupabble BPS states, which were certainly not included in our previous classification. A very simple configuration satisfying the commutation relations (75) is
4 5 . 6 The purpose of this subsection is to illustrate the existence of solutions to the eigenvalue problem (3) corresponding to non-decoupabble states, and not to give a full analysis to the projection conditions (76) and (77).
V. AUTOMORPHISMS
It has already been pointed out [8, 9, 12] that the maximal automorphism group of the N = 1 D = 11 SuperPoincaré algebra is GL(32, R). Let us write the forementioned algebra as
If we consider the most general transformation on the supercharges, Q α = (U Q) α , U ∈ GL(32, R), the latter will indeed be an automorphism of the algebra if
As stressed in [8] , any generator of the GL(32, R) transformation can be expanded in terms of the elements of the enveloping Clifford algebra. This gives rise to 2 10 independent generators, matching the dimension of GL(32, R). In particular, one may consider elements of the subgroup SL(32, R) of the form U = e αΓ/2 where Γ = Γ i1...ip i j = 1, . . . , 9, j ≤ 1, . . . , p and p ≤ . They are indeed elements of SL(32, R) since det U = 1 7 . On the other hand, there are 2 10 − 1 independent elements of this type since
the missing element being the identity. It will be important for the rest of the discussion to distinguish among those Γ's being symmetric Γ s (p = 1, 4, 5, 8, 9) and those being antisymmetric Γ a (p = 2, 3, 6, 7, 10) . It is clear that Γ 2 s = 1, whereas Γ 2 a = −1, so that we can write
Furthermore, the subset of elements U a belongs to an SO(32) subgroup which leaves the mass operator invariant. That they belong to SO(32) is clear because
and that they leave the mass operator invariant is also clear since
whenever [Γ, Γ a ] = 0, which is the case for the mass operator −Mδ αβ .
Using this formulation is particularly useful to show that U transformations leave indeed the superalgebra covariant. Notice that Z αβ is expanded in terms of symmetric matrices belonging to the enveloping Clifford algebra (Γ s ). We already know that these matrices are left invariant under 
The latter induces an SO(2) transformation on the space of charges expanded by Z s and Z s . Indeed,
. .
we can rewrite P as
Thus any non-threshold bound state preserving ν = 
where tanα =
Z3+Z4 Z1
and whose mass is given by
from which we can appreciate that Γ 2 Γ 3 Γ 4 |α >= |α > is an extra projection condition that can be added for free, thus not breaking further supersymmetry. This proves our claim concerning this particular non-threshold ν = 1 8 BPS state. There should be other SO(32) transformations, responsible for the same phenomena, for more involved and less supersymmetric non-threshold bound states.
We would like to finish with a brief remark concerning decoupable states at threshold. Assume their mutually commuting subsystems are SO(32) related with subsystems at threshold through U i ∈ SO(32) transformations, then the full system is SO(32) related with a set of commuting single branes through the automorphism
The essential ingredient of the proof is to consider two commuting projectors P 1 , P 2 such that
where Γ 2 1 = Γ 2 2 = I, tr Γ 1 = tr Γ 2 = 0. By hypothesis, not only [P 1 , P 2 ] vanishes but also any commutator of any single projectors in P 1 with any single projector in P 2 . Under these circumstances, [Γ 1 , U 2 ] = [P 2 , U 1 ] = 0 which are sufficient conditions to prove that the overall SO(32) automorphism relating the state P 1 |α >= P 2 |α >= |α > to Γ 1 |α >= Γ 2 |α >= |α > where |α >= U |α > with U = U 1 U 2 . The extension to a set of n (n ≤ 5) commuting projectors {P i } is straightforward.
VI. DISCUSSION
As happens with R-symmetry in supersymmetric field theories [16] , the automorphism group of a given superalgebra may or may not be a good symmetry of the theory. If it is, it may be violated by anomalies or spontaneously broken, or it may remain a good symmetry of the theory. It remains an open question to know whether the group GL(32, R), or a subgroup of it, is a symmetry of Mtheory and if so, which formulation would make it manifest. In the following, we shall not try to answer these questions but we shall point out some remarks concerning the possible realization of automorphisms on world volume effective actions.
It is well-known that kappa invariant world volume brane theories do provide us with field theory realizations of the corresponding spacetime supersymmetry algebras. BPS states are realized in brane theory through field configurations solving the kappa symmetry preserving condition [17] Γ κ = , and saturating the bound on the energy [18] .
Thus, branes propagating in N = 1 D = 11 SuperPoincaré give us field theory realizations of the corresponding SuperPoincaré algebra, or truncations of it. It is then natural to wonder whether the group of automorphisms of such an algebra is a symmetry of the corresponding world volume theory. Since the Lorentz group in eleven dimensions can be seen as a subgroup of GL(32, R), it is obvious that such subgroup will be linearly realized on the brane (before any gauge fixing).
In the previous section, we showed that central charges Z's are generically "rotated" among themselves under automorphism transformations. Since for bosonic configurations, such topological charges are given by world space integrals involving derivatives of the brane dynamical fields, one should also expect, if any, the existence of non-local transformations leaving certain brane theories invariant. This is the case for the non-local transformations leaving the D3-brane effective action invariant [19] . The latter are the world volume realization of the S-duality automorphism for the N = 2 D = 10 IIB SuperPoincaré algebra. The analysis performed in [20] shows that there should be similar non-local transformations giving rise to symmetry transformations of other D-brane effective actions by T-duality. We hope to come to these issues in the future. 
